After the American people voted “Change” for their country and the world, the global “Status Quo” retaliates: At G-20 Finance Conference in New York on 11/15 it plans “New World Order” to derail the Obama government.

Revenge of the Status Quo

The victory of the movement of change in the US elections threatens the global status quo and its economic base – the oil and drug cartel. The sympathy and hope that unites people around the world with president-elect Obama poses an even bigger threat to them: a global domino effect encouraging peoples around the world to challenge these global interests.

Goals of Cartel’s “Global Coup”

The goals of this coup are as follows:

1. Define the IMF as the key instrument to economically control world affairs.
2. Decrease the US’s voting power at the IMF to deny the new administration the opportunity to “change the world.”
3. Establish the European Union (EU) as the cartel’s political IMF spearhead and France as its nuclear, military enforcer.
4. Use the new IMF power to arbitarily implement a “scorched earth” strategy against the movement of change – and the US government.
5. Decrease the US’s voting power at the IMF to prolong the economic crisis in the US.
6. Define the IMF as the key instrument to economically control world affairs.
7. Use the new IMF power to arbitarily implement a “scorched earth” strategy against the movement of change – and the US government.

Motives For “Global Coup”

For about a century the rule of the oil and drug cartel was compatible with democracy. But the oil business could last only as long as renewable energies were hidden from the public. Four decades ago, the space age began with rockets propelled by hydrogen (water) energy – but we never learned that this energy can also run cars, heat houses and light cities.

Similarly, the drug investment business – with its lucrative business model – the status quo’s economic base – are no longer compatible with democracy. The IMF coup is designed to defend this status quo.

In his last days of power, George Bush – brought to power in 2000 by the US oil and drug cartel – together with Sarkozy, Merkel and other political figureheads of some of the largest drug exporting nations: France’s Sarkozy, Germany’s Merkel, and UK’s Brown, were scheduled to meet the G-20 IMF meeting in New York on November 15, 2008. The first mention of such a pan-European cartel organization appeared in the plans of the Nazi/IG Farben cartel, a major drug exporter: the “Brussels EU.” A closer look reveals the quasi-dictatorial nature of this new cartel: the “EU Commission” does not have to be democratically elected, but appointed. Its members are “selected” to serve corporate interests. In contrast, the EU Parliament – portrayed as the guarantor of democracy – has merely consultative status and neither legislative nor executive power. It serves as a fig-leaf for the quasi-dictatorial “Brussels EU.”

The goals of this coup are: 1. Define the IMF as the key instrument to economically control world affairs. 2. Decrease the US’s voting power at the IMF to deny the new administration the opportunity to “change the world.” 3. Establish the European Union (EU) as the cartel’s political IMF spearhead and France as its nuclear, military enforcer.

Past and Present Political Stakeholders of the Oil and Drug Cartel

In his last days of power, George Bush – brought to power in 2000 by the US oil and drug cartel – together with Sarkozy, Merkel and other foreign cartel stakeholders – are trying to orchestrate through the International Monetary Fund (IMF) what amounts not just to a coup d’etat, but to a “global coup.”

The existence of this coup in this newspaper will render these plans void and help the movement of change to go forward.

Oil and Drug Cartel Plans “Global Coup” through IMF

Instigators of “Global Coup”

All these activities were coordinated behind the new “houdini” of the oil and drug cartel: the “Brussels EU.” A closer look reveals the quasi-dictatorial nature of this construct. The decision taking body, the “EU Commission,” is not democratically elected, but appointed. Its members are “selected” to serve corporate interests. In contrast, the EU Parliament – portrayed as the guarantor of democracy – has merely consultative status and neither legislative nor executive power. It serves as a fig-leaf for the quasi-dictatorial “Brussels EU.”

The first mention of such a pan-European cartel organization appeared in the plans of the Nazi/IG Farben cartel, a major drug exporter: the “Brussels EU.” A closer look reveals the quasi-dictatorial nature of this new cartel: the “EU Commission” does not have to be democratically elected, but appointed. Its members are “selected” to serve corporate interests. In contrast, the EU Parliament – portrayed as the guarantor of democracy – has merely consultative status and neither legislative nor executive power. It serves as a fig-leaf for the quasi-dictatorial “Brussels EU.”

New Hideout of the Cartel

Over the past six years, with his public exposures of the oil and drug cartel’s role behind the Iraq War, Dr. Rath has helped to keep the door open for the movement of change. For the exposure of the oil and drug cartel’s role behind the rise of the Nazis and WWII, the Dr. Rath Foundation has received the “Relay of Life” award from survivors of the Auschwitz concentration camp.

www.dr-rath-foundation.org

A New Era for All Mankind

1. The public exposure of this global coup by the oil and drug cartel will make this coup impossible.
2. The movement of change and its leaders are obviously being tested even before taking office. This information should help them to master this challenge and continue changing the world.
3. Government leaders who were bul- lied into working with the pushers of the oil and drug cartel into participating in this coup now have an opportu-nity to step back.
4. If they decide not to do so, they can no longer claim to be responsible for the situation.

No-one can say “we didn’t know.” The process of change is irreversible!